highly-paid artists would not suffer from this wider adven- Mac-ture. So at least it seems to me, though I have been reproved Donald by an eminent architect for supporting modestly paid pro- replies jects on the part of public authorities, in his view to be discouraged.
In spite of this, during Ramsay MacDonald's premiership, I wrote to him on more than one occasion, hoping something could be done for the brightening of some of our dreary buildings. There have been plenty of decorations glorifying kings and princes; why could we not follow the example of Holland in the seventeenth century and have records of gatherings, of scientific and of medical men, statesmen, civic authorities, of trades union leaders, instead of the inevitable portraits of individual big-wigs in whom few would be interested in fifty years5 time? 'My dear Rothenstein,' he, replied, 'thank you very much for both the old and the new letter. I am very much concerned with the point that you raise. The problem is how can we put those reelings into effective action? The art genius of our people is having no outlet at all, because, as you say, everything is running into money and money value. It is the hard drudging life of detail that so many of us are living that is killing that spontaneity and good humour, which are so essential to a sound civilization. If something could be devised to give expression to that, nobody would welcome it more than myself. Nor would anybody give it more hearty assistance. I confess, however, that it has defied me up to now. The weight of my other burdens has perhaps prevented me from giving thought that somebody or other must give to it,* Alas, it has defied others besides Ramsay MacDonald, yet it did not defy American statesmen. When the great slump came in America, urgent orders were sent to the different states to employ artists, hitherto dependent on private patronage, for the decoration of public buildings. Any artists might volunteer for such work; as a consequence a large number of mural paintings were carried out in the different States.
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